Spirit, Righteousness, Typology, and Creation
This issue contains a wide range of articles on themes that recur in
theology. In our lead article, John Kleinig probes the importance of the
Spirit's work through the word of God in the seminary curriculum.
Seminary students and pastors can easily slip into understanding their use
of God's word as "professional activity." Kleinig stresses the value of
helping future pastors approach their life-long study of God's word in a
devotional manner that sees it as the means by which the Spirit shapes and
refreshes them for service in Christ's church.
Luther's teaching about "two kinds of righteousness" has been
receiving more attention in recent years. Detlev Schulz's article examines
this theme in both Luther and Melanchthon. He demonstrates the
unanimity that existed in their understanding of the first kind of
righteousness (passive) but contrasts their respective understandings of
the second kind of righteousness (active). Schulz stresses the kind of
influence that moral philosophy had on the understanding of civil
righteousness in both reformers, especially on Melanchthon's teaching of
ethics as a rational pursuit of individual precepts.
When we hear talk of "biblical typology," we typically think of its
horizontal dimension (e.g., creation to new creation). Horace Hummel
contributes an article on vertical typology, namely the patterning that
exists in biblical texts between heavenly reality ("up there") and earthly
reality ("down here"). He focuses especially on the vertical typology
evident in Old Testament texts about worship and then applies what is
learned to understanding Christian worship.
Although Paul Zimmerman is known in our circles primarily for his
service as the president of our colleges in Seward, Ann Arbor, and River
Forest, he is also respected for his long-standing defense of the Genesis
account of creation. In light of the publicity that Charles Darwin's 200th
birthday will generate, Zimmerman has used his training in both theology
and biology to challenge the theory of evolution once again. Not only does
his article revisit Darwin and evolution, but it also engages the most recent
research on intelligent design. These subjects resurface in Adam
Francisco's discussion of the movie Expelled in the Theological Observer
section.
Readers will notice a new section in this issue of CTQ entitled
Research Notes (pp. 76-80). These and future contributions will be brief
summaries of recent research that may be of interest to our readers. We
hope these notes enrich your continued study of theology.
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